Abstract. In the recent years, the interest to develop automatic methods to determine appropriate architectures of feed-forward neural networks has increased. Most of the methods are based on evolutionary computation paradigms. Some of the designed methods are based on direct representations of the parameters of the network. These representations do not allow scalability, so to represent large architectures, very large structures are required. An alternative more interesting are the indirect schemes. They codify a compact representation of the neural network. In this work, an indirect constructive encoding scheme is presented. This scheme is based on cellular automata representations in order to increase the scalability of the method.
Introduction
The design of Neural Network (NN) architectures is crucial in the successful application of the NN because the architecture may strongly drive the neural network's information processing abilities. In most of the cases exist a large number of architectures of feed-forward neural networks set suitable to solve an approximation problem. The design of the NN architecture can be seen as a search problem within the space of architectures, where each point represents an architecture. Evidently, this search space is huge and the task of finding the simplest network that solves a given problem is a tedious and long task. In the last years, many works have been centred toward the automatic resolution of the design of neural network architecture [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . Two main representation approaches exist to find the optimum net architecture using Genetic Algorithms (GA): one based on the complete representation of all possible connections and other based on an indirect representation of the architecture. The first one is called Direct Encoding Method, and is based on the codification of the complete network (connections matrix) into the chromosome of the GA [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . The direct representation is relatively simple and straightforward to implement but requires much larger chromosomes. This could end in a too huge space search that could make the method impossible in practice. In order to reduce the length of the genotype, indirect encoding scheme has been proposed in the last years. These methods consists on codifying, not the complete network, but a compact representation of it [1] , avoiding the scalability problem. One of those previous works was from Kitano [12] , introducing a constructive scheme based on grammars. The solution proposed by Kitano was to encode networks as grammars. An extension of the of Kitano's method can be found in [13] . Other works have considered fractal representations [14] , arguing that this kind of representation is more related with biological ideas than constructive algorithms. In this work, an indirect constructive encoding scheme, based on Cellular Automata (CA) [15] , is proposed to find automatically an appropriate feed-forward NN architecture. In this scheme, positions of several seeds in a two-dimensional grid are represented (codified) in the chromosome. The seeds are defined through two coordinates that indicate their positions in the grid and they are used as the initial configuration of a cellular automaton. That initial configuration is evolved using some cellular automata rules. The rules allow the convergence of the automata toward a final configuration depending on the initial configuration and it is translated into a feed-forward NN. The automata rules have been chosen such that a wide variety of feed-forward NN architecture can be obtained, from full-connected NNs to architectures with few connections. The main interest of this paper is to show, experimentally, that cellular configurations allow obtaining appropriate architectures, as in domains relatively simple as in domains in which big architectures are required. The motivation of this approach is based on the idea that few seeds can produce big architectures. Thus, the chromosome length is reduced and the scalability of the method is increased.
Cellular Approach
Three different modules compose the global system proposed in this paper: the Genetic Algorithm, the Cellular Automaton and the module responsible of NN training, as is shown in Figure 1 . The GA module takes charge of generating initial configurations of the cellular automata, i.e. seed positions and to optimise these configurations from the information obtained from the training module. The cellular automaton takes the initial configuration and generates a final configuration corresponding to a particular NN architecture. Finally, the generated architecture has to be trained and evaluated for a particular problem and relevant information about the NN (error, size, etc.) is used as the fitness value for the GA. The GA carries out the architecture optimisation. However, the cellular automaton is used as a constructive way of generating the architectures. In the next subsections, the description of the different modules is presented in detail.
Genetic Algorithm Module
This module works with a population of chromosomes that codifies the seeds positions in a two-dimension grid. The GA module operates to maximise a fitness function provided by the NN module, which evaluates the efficiency of the NN to solve the considered problem. The size of chromosomes in the GA corresponds with the number of seeds, and it codifies all the possible locations of seeds in the grid. Chromosomes have been codified in base b, where b is the number of rows in the grid and is given through the number of inputs plus the number of outputs. Each seed is determined by a co-ordinate (x,y). A unique gene, indicating the row in which the seed is located, represents the first co-ordinate x. The second co-ordinate y will require more than one gene, if, as usual, the maximal number of hidden neurones is bigger than b. In this particular case, two genes have been used to codify the y coordinate, what allows a maximum of b*b hidden neurones. For instance, if there are 3 inputs and 2 outputs, the maximum size of the hidden layer is 25 (4x5+5 = 25). This could be a good estimation of the maximum number of neurones in the hidden layer, but any other consideration could be taken into account without modifying the proposed method. Hence, the chromosome will have 3 genes for each seed to be placed in the grid.
Cellular Automata Module
For generating neural networks architectures, a two-dimension CA has been used. The size of the two-dimension grid, Dimx * Dimy, is defined as follows: Dimx (rows) is equal to the number of input neurones plus the number of output neurones; Dimy (columns) corresponds with the maximum number of hidden neurones to be considered. Each cell in the grid could be in three different states: active (occupied by a seed) or inactive. Two different kinds of seeds have been introduced: growing seeds and decreasing seeds. The first kind allows making connections and the second one removing connections. Each seed type corresponds with a different type of automata rule, so there are two rules called growing rule and decreasing rule respectively. The rules determine the evolution of the grid configuration and they have been designed allowing the reproduction of growing and decreasing seeds. In the description of the rules s is a specific growing seed, d is a decreasing seed, i is an inactive state for the cell and a means that the cell could be in any state or contains any type of seed (even a decreasing seed). Growing rules: They reproduce a particular growing seed when there are at least three identical growing seeds in its neighbourhood. There are different configurations, growing seeds located in: rows, columns, or in a corner of the neighbourhood. In table 1(a) some of those rules are shown (the others are symmetrical). The growing rules allow obtaining feed-forward NN with a large number of connections. Decreasing rules: They remove connections in the network deactivating a cell in the grid when the cell has a seed and a cell of its neighbourhood contains also a decreasing seed. One situation in which the decreasing rules can be applied is shown in table 1(b) ; the others can be obtained symmetrically. The mechanism of expanding the CA is as follows:
1) The growing seeds are located in the grid.
2) An expansion of the growing seeds takes place. This expansion consists on replicating each seed in turns, over its quadratic neighbourhood, in such a way that if a new seed has to be placed in a position previously occupied by another seed, the first one is replaced.
3) The growing rules are applied until no more rules could be fired.
4) The decreasing seeds are placed in the grid. If there are some other seeds in those places, they are replaced.
5) The decreasing rules are applied until the final configuration is reached.
6) The final configuration of the CA is obtained replacing the growing seeds by a 1 and the decreasing seeds or inactive cells by a 0.
Neural Network Module
To relate the final configuration of the CA with an architecture of a NN, the following meaning for a cell in the (x,y) grid is defined: if x(n, with n the number of input neurons, (x,y) represents a connection between the x-th input neuron and the y-th hidden neuron; if x>n, (x,y) represents a connection between the y-th hidden neuron and the (x-n)-th output neuron.
In the final configuration a 1 is interpreted as a connection, and a 0 as the absence of connection. Thus, the rows and columns in the matrix with values 0 are removed. A new and shorter binary matrix (M) is obtained. If Mij =1 then a connection between the i-th input neuron and the j-th hidden neuron is created, or between the j-th hidden neuron and the (i-n)-th output neuron, as is previously described. If Mij=0, there do not exist connection between that neurons. The neural network obtained is trained to solve the particular problem considered. Weights of the NN are randomly initialised, and learned using the back propagation learning method. A value measuring the efficiency of the architecture is computed after the learning phase of the network. This value is used as the fitness function of the chromosome.
Experimental Results
The proposed approach is tested with two different domains, a simple one: the minimum coding problem [16] , and a more complex domain: a medical classification problem, Ann-Thyroid-Database [17] . The goal is to get networks that, given an error to reach (as well as needed), its training means a lower computational effort. The meaning of computational effort is the number of weights changed along the training process. Then, neural nets with a minimal number of hidden nodes, and reaching an error as soon as possible along training, are looked for. In the Neural Network Module, when the final matrix connection is obtained from the final configuration of CA there are some special cases take into account, following this steps:
-If there is a node in hidden layer without any connection to output, this node is eliminated from the net.
-When a hidden node has no connection from input, but it's connected to output layer, two chances have been considerate: penalizes the net and don't train it, or eliminate that node and is training.
-If an output node has no connection from hidden layer, the net is penalized and is not trained. As it was previously mentioned, the aim is to find NN architectures requiring the least computational cost to reach an appropriate level of error. Therefore, the fitness function used in this work is defined as follows: a maximum number of learning cycles and a level of error are defined. If the network reaches that error, the training is stopped and the fitness function is evaluated as: where c * tc measures the computational cost of network. When NN architectures obtained by the CA is penalized or the training of the NN end without reaching the level of error defined, maximum computational cost is assigned. Using this fitness function, the indirect encoding approach presented in this paper has been tested. The performance of this approach has been compared with direct encoding methods.
Minimum Encoding Problem
In this domain there are four inputs and two outputs. The first two inputs are just noise, and the relation between the other two inputs and the outputs is the Gray coding for integer represented by this two relevant inputs. In this case, the direct codification is implemented as follows: the matrix of connections, previously indicated in NN Module, is codified in the chromosome. As every possible connection of a network, with 36 hidden nodes, is indicated in the chromosome, then the size of chromosome is 216. Using that codification 400 generations have been carried out and a NN with five hidden nodes is obtained (see figure 2(a) ) . In the proposed method, the position of growing and decreasing seeds in the grid of CA are codified into the genotype. The length of chromosome is 30, 3 genes for each growing or decreasing seed. Again, 400 generations are realized and the NN obtained is shown in figure 2(b) . For both approaches, the evolutions of average fitness along 400 generations are shown in figure 3 . As it is possible to observe in figures 2 and 3, the indirect cellular encoding is able to provide more optimal architectures than direct encoding. 100 generations are required by the indirect encoding to find each. 
Ann-Thyroid-Database
The thyroid data are measurements of the thyroid gland. Each pattern has 21 attributes, and can be assigned to any of three classes, hyper-, hypo-, and normal function of thyroid gland. This classification problem is hardly to solve for neural nets. Experiments with a direct encoding have been done in [18] . The authors have obtained architectures with different number of hidden nodes and the connectivity percentage is calculated. One of the best architecture has 10 hidden nodes with 86 % of connectivy. Several experiments have been developed with indirect encoding. Initially with 30 genes in the chromosome, 5 growing and 5 decreasing seeds. After, the number of seeds has been reduced to 5-3 and 3-3.Thus the length of chromosome is reduced. In all of them similar architectures have been found. Networks with 10 hidden nodes and about 72 % of connectivity are obtained. The indirect cellular encoding find smaller architectures than direct encoding. The evolution of average fitness is shown in figure  4 . As it is observed in that figure few generations have been needed. With the direct encoding a large number of generation has been realized (around 1000) [18] . 
Conclusions and Future Works
The election of good neural network architectures is an important step in many problems where there is few knowledge about the problem itself. Evolutionary computation techniques are good approaches for automatically generate those good architectures. However the codification of the network is a crucial point in the success of the method. Direct codification's become inefficient from a practical point of view, making bigger and redundant the search space. To solve this problem an indirect encoding has to be used. Indirect encoding is driven to reduce the search space in such a way that similar solutions are eliminated and represented by the only one representative. In these cases, the codification makes the method able to find better architectures. CA are good candidates for non-direct codification's. The constructive representation introduced in this work solves some of the problems for non-direct codification's. The final representation has a reduced size and could be controlled by the number of seeds used. The results shown that the indirect encoding approach presented in this paper is able to find appropriate NN architectures as a simple domain, as a large one. In additions the number of generations over the population is less when the indirect encoding approach is used. Since the final configuration of the two-dimensional grid will represent a feedforward NN connection matrix, the rules of the automata used in this first approach have been design such that a wide variety of architectures may be obtained. However, the influence of the rules in the CA evolution and the capability of the rules to generate a complete space of NN architectures must be still studied. Besides, some issues about Neural Network Module and fitness function used, i.e. how punish the nets to increase the search, will be studied in future works.
